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ABSTRACT

The Playpower Foundation (Playpower.org) is using a
US$12 computer as a platform for 8-bit learning games in

order to improve educational access for millions of children

around the world. Motivated by the availability of this

radically affordable platform, our goal is to design and

discover high-quality 8-bit learning games and make

computer-aided learning affordable for people everywhere.

This paper outlines the general relevance of Computer-

Aided Learning (CAL) to developing countries, sketches

the historical background of our proposed platform, and

proposes principles and methods to guide the future

development of effective 8-bit content. We conclude by
framing this project and its relevance in the context of a

variety of contemporary cultural trends and research topics.
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INTRODUCTION

Developing a skill as basic as touch-typing can be

economically transformative. In the developing world it can

make the difference between earning $1/day, as a rural

farmer, and $1/hour, as a office worker. Similarly, children

that learn computer programming skills have incredible

opportunities to make economic and social transitions. As a
platform to teach skills such as these, the Playpower

Foundation (Playpower.org) is advocating the use of an 8-

bit TV-Computer (TVC), which is commonly sold with a

full keyboard and a mouse, as well as cartridges containing

software for typing instruction and learning BASIC

programming (figure 1). New TVCs are already being
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manufactured at a large scale and are sold at retail for as
little as US$12. This low cost is due to the use of a pre-

existing TV as an external display and the employment of a

computer processor that is now in the public domain (the

MOS 6502, used in the Apple II and the Nintendo

Entertainment System!). Playpower's goal is to enhance the

educational value of the TVC by introducing a core suite of

high-quality 8-bit learning games. Furthermore, we are

developing an open-source 8-bit game creation kit, to

enable the design of region-specific content by individuals

around the world.

Figure 1: Typical keyboard-style TV-computer with

working mouse, game-pads, and game cartridges

A Global Problem

There are millions of children around the world who are

unable access basic education. Government schools in
developing countries are often ineffective and fail to teach

their students even the most basic skills. For example,

while more than 90% of rural Indian children attend

primary school, nearly half of them cannot read simple

sentences or perform simple math, according to the

“Annual Status of Education Report 2005” (Pratham,

2006). Similarly, in Ghana, only 10% of 6th grade students

passed the basic math exam in 2006—with nearly half of

the students scoring close to chance, according to Ghana's

2006 National Educational Assessment (Adu, 2006). These

students are attending school, but clearly are not learning
much. This situation exists despite more than $12 billion in

World Bank funding that has been spent on primary

education in developing countries since 1990 (Economist,



2006). One common result of inadequate public education

in developing countries is a thriving market for private

educational services (Waldman, 2003), primarily in the

form of private schools and tutors. However, these services

are expensive, inconsistent (in terms of educational value)

and largely unavailable in rural areas.

Computer-Aided Learning as a Solution

Computer-Aided Learning (CAL) is a solution that shows

great promise as an effective mechanism for improving

education in developing countries, particularly as an

outside supplement to classroom learning (Linden, 2008).

Once developed, CAL software can be scaled quickly and

without great expense, while still providing a consistent

instructional environment. Since there is a general

skepticism about the role of CAL in developed countries,

where it must compete with highly trained teachers and a

wealth of traditional educational media, it should be noted

that when CAL is implemented in developing countries, the
educational benefits may be far more noticeable.

In a landmark study by MIT’s Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty

Action Lab (J-PAL), computer-aided learning was

implemented in the Indian state of Gujarat (Banerjee, 2007)

and evaluated using a rigorous methodology based upon

randomized trials. In this study, 4th grade students played

educational math games for 2 hours per week. In the first

year, this program was found to have a wide and significant

effect—with an average improvement of .37 standard

deviations, and equal improvements by both boys and girls.
While the program benefited under-performing students

more than top performing students, researchers found

significant improvements across the distribution. While this

study found that CAL was slightly more effective at

teaching math than the “Balsakhi” practice of hiring local

women as assistant teachers, the authors concluded that the

purchase of traditional PC computers was far less cost-

effective.

Indeed, as of 2008, the most inexpensive computers still

cost hundreds of dollars—a price that is unaffordable to the

billions of people around the world who could most benefit
from CAL. This is why we are promoting CAL software on

8-bit computers, which are effectively affordable to any

family that already owns a television.  This barrier, while

not insignificant, includes millions more families than are

currently able to afford home computers.  In India, for

instance, more than half of all households own a TV set

(Bajaj, V. 2007).

THE PLAYPOWER PLATFORM, A $12 COMPUTER

"The $12 computer," as labeled by the press (Phillips,

2008), is a keyboard, mouse, and 1Mhz processor that

connects to a TV screen. The keyboard, a self-enclosed unit

that contains the processor and video card, has a “cartridge
slot” that accepts plastic-encased chip cartridges.

Cartridges use the 1980's era 8-bit Nintendo Famicom

cartridge form factor, and a single cartridge can contain

hundreds of software titles. This platform already serves as

the basis for affordable computer-aided learning for

millions of people around the world, and the Playpower

Foundation intends to support this by ensuring that high-

quality CAL software is made available for this machine.

The primary pragmatic reason for selecting the

NES/Famicom architecture as a platform for affordable

computer-aided learning is that the platform has been

massively successful over the past 25 years, and as a result,

it is still being broadly manufactured today. For years,

dozens of manufacturers competed to produce illegal, pirate

versions of the Famicom at low costs (manufacturers did

not have a license to manufacture the device). As the

original hardware patents have since expired, we can now

leverage this mature and cost-efficient manufacturing

ecosystem and distribution network for global education.

Brief History of the Famicom

The Famicom® (or "Nintendo Family Computer") is a

Japanese 8-bit video game console which was produced for

the United States as the NES® (or "Nintendo Entertainment

System"). Originally released in 1983, it sold over 60

million units around the world, and remains one of the best

selling video game consoles of all time. Over 1000

different games were released for the NES/Famicom.

Figure 2: Nintendo Famicom
®

The core of the Famicom is a modified 6502 processor.

Rather than using an operating system, Famicom software
runs via the insertion of game cartridges that contain Read-

Only Memory (ROM) on a chip. Alternately, the Famicom

Disk System supported use of a writeable floppy diskette.

This diskette drive and a number of other Japanese

Famicom accessories will be unfamiliar to American users

of the NES, who tend to think of the platform as only

supporting game controllers. Over the lifetime of the

platform, the Famicom also supported a cassette-based data

recorder and a keyboard. Even a Famicom modem was

released in 1987, when it was primarily marketed to older



users as a way to trade stocks with their Family Computer.

For this project, a crucial event in the history of the

Famicom was the 1984 Nintendo release of

"FamilyBASIC," a Japanese product that included a full

keyboard and a RAM expansion cartridge that enabled a
form of BASIC programming. In addition to BASIC

programming, the FamilyBASIC bundle included a word

processor, a music editor, and a drawing program. An

optional data recorder enabled users to save their creations

using a cassette.

Figure 3: Family BASIC keyboard, cartridge, and

cassette data recorder connect to the Famicom System

Famicom Clones

Dozens of manufacturers have cloned this FamilyBASIC
Famicom and embedded all of the processors inside the

keyboard, which connects directly to game controllers and

a TV. These keyboard clones generally come packaged

along with traditional game controllers, a lightgun, and a

working mouse. There is also occasionally custom

software, including a lightweight desktop-metaphor

Graphical User Interface (GUI).  This GUI is either

embedded into system ROM or contained within the

included cartridge.

In addition to the keyboard-style clones that have entered
mass-production in the past few years, over 350 different

types of "Famiclones" have been manufactured over the

past 20 years. Many recent Famiclones use NES-on-a-chip

(NOAC) architecture. NOAC use miniaturizes and further

reduces cost, but cause compatibility issues with some

original software that used advanced memory mapping

(e.g. Castlevania III).  Earlier Famiclones were typically

packaged with two game controllers and a light gun but

without a keyboard or mouse. For many years Nintendo

initiated legal action against companies making or

distributing clones, but since the expiration of patent

protections, no such lawsuits have been initiated since
2005.

History of the 6502 and the Home Computer Revolution

It is worth noting that the 8-bit 65022 chip technology

(along with the Zilog z80) was the basis for most of the

computers that catalyzed the post-1977 “home computer

revolution” period in both America and Europe. These

early 6502 home computers include the Apple II, the BBC

Micro, TRS-80, Sinclair Spectrum, Commodore PET and

the VIC-20. These were the first computers to achieve
widespread use by consumers due to their low price.  Like

keyboard-based Famiclones today, these early home

computers were also commonly connected to a TV display

to reduce cost. Most were marketed for education, gaming,

and personal productivity (such as word processing), and

nearly all featured the BASIC programming language. In

U.S. culture, the Apple II is especially notable for its

longevity: this model was very common in American

schools for over a decade, engaging an entire generation

with its 8-bit learning games. Some famous examples

include Oregon Trail, Number Munchers, and Lemonade
Stand, all of which were produced by the Minnesota

Educational Computer Consortium (MECC).

CREATING REAL IMPACT WITH AN 8-BIT COMPUTER

As slow as 1Mhz 8-bit computers appear in comparison to

contemporary machines, 8-bit programs are certainly

powerful enough to be engaging. A recent trend in console

gaming is the launch of dedicated online stores that sell

early 8-bit and 16-bit game catalogs to owners of cutting

edge video game systems, such as the Nintendo Wii Virtual

Console. These 8-bit software marketplaces appear to have

been both popular and lucrative.

8-bit computers also have a successful track record in

teaching basic skills for reading, writing, mathematics,

science and other subjects such as computer programming,

as demonstrated by various software titles developed for

computers like the Apple II or Commodore 64. Even

complex abilities like creative problem solving, critical

thinking, logic, and entrepreneurship can be fostered

through exploration of well-designed 8-bit game

environments. However, there is very little existing

instructional software available for the NES/Famicom, and

it is not an easy task to port software from the Apple II and
other 8-bit systems.  This poses a serious problem for

adoption of the keyboard-style Famiclone TVC as a major

platform for computer-aided learning.

In its current state, there are significant challenges to the

provision of educational experiences via the TVC. There is

little software for teaching math or other curricula, and

even the available typing games seem insufficient to teach

proper touch-typing. Similarly, with only a BASIC prompt
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(and no supplementary media), it is unlikely that many

children will learn programming skills from the TVC. One

mitigating factor is that the TVC does introduce elements

of fundamental computer literacy, such as typing and

mouse use. Such exposure to simple computing may serve

to support a child’s confidence and interest in engaging
with more advanced computers. Nevertheless, in order to

maximize the educational potential of the TVC, it will be

necessary to produce new, high-quality 8-bit content.

Creating an Open-Source 8-bit Development Kit

The issue with developing new content for the

NES/Famicom TVC is that it requires assembly coding,

which is a difficult and specialized skill. This makes it

impractical to follow a traditional model of paying hired

developers to produce new content, especially as this would

limit developer participation and the variety of the resulting

products.  Therefore, our goal is to develop an open-source

development kit that will make it far easier to program
learning games.  To accomplish this we plan to build on

nBASIC, a high-level framework for building assembly

code that uses BASIC programming conventions (Rost,

2004). Combining nBASIC with the complete

documentation of the NES (Diskin, 2004) forms the core of

our open-source programming kit. This simplified

programming environment will aid developers from around

the world in building or modifying their own 8-bit games,

creating an ecosystem of 8-bit content to support regional

languages, local educational needs, and diverse cultural

expression.

Design Constraints of 8-bit Computing

Programming aside, there are numerous constraints on the

design of 8-bit content.  For instance, 8-bit computing

allows for some basic voice synthesis, but it lacks rich

multimedia and realistic 3-D graphical environments.

Nevertheless, we hope that these design constraints can be

productive (Collins, 2007). 8-bit visual design requires

highly simplified graphical representations and

animations—leaning heavily on the imagination of users to

'fill in the blanks.' Good 8-bit interaction design will

require increased emphasis on text, timing, educational

content, and explicit support for the extrinsic motivations
that surround specific learning tasks.  (For an example of

this extrinsic motivational design, consider in-game text

that explains how a learning game skill is used within a

particular profession, while also stating the average salary.)

While 8-bit software is commonly associated with a bygone

stage of computer history, we do not view 8-bit as obsolete.

8-bit is, rather, a wholly different medium for expression.

Why is the classic 8-bit game Super Mario Bros. still

incredibly fun and popular, even in an age of 128-bit

graphics? Why do 8-bit games remain popular on websites,

mobile devices, and even next-generation consoles? One
answer, suggested by N. Katherine Hayles “Media Specific

Analysis” approach to new media and literary criticism

(Hayles, 2004) is that the material constraints of a form are

inseparable from it’s unique expressive capacity. Like

black-and-white versus color photography, cartooning

versus photorealism, or super-8 versus Technicolor, 8-bit

graphics and audio offer constitutive aesthetic constraints

that help them to communicate, and these are valuable in

their own right.

Social Design and Participatory Learning Games

8-bit games have substantial limits on their expressive

qualities and interaction affordances. However, by

designing learning games that induce social interactions,

the power of the game can extend outside the screen.

Playpower.org is specifically interested in designing games

that yield participatory learning environments to support

cooperation, competition, and conversation among both

game players and observer-participants. We hope to design

learning games that generate social learning experiences by

engaging groups of friends and family—groups that already

typically congregate around household televisions. This
will extend the educational reach of the platform beyond

individual users and into wider networks such as

neighborhood peers. It will also use the social context to

support the individual's learning process. These types of

social learning experiences may be easier to generate

around TVs than around PCs or Laptops, which is an

additional benefit of the form factor of our platform.

Social factors have long been used to motivate advanced

game play (i.e. "High Score" leader boards) and we wish to

evaluate the impact of these factors on motivations to excel
at Computer-Aided Learning games. Games can provide

incentives for skill development by producing valuable

social capital at high-levels of performance, such as

through unexpected and exciting game changes at advanced

levels, secret content, or even by providing elements of

Alternative Reality Games (ARGs). One hallmark of ARG

design is the loose incorporation of mixed media such as

websites, software, telephone networks, mail systems, and

geographic exploration.  While many 8-bit TVC users may

have, at best, periodic internet access via internet cafés,

educational engagement with real-world systems such as

local transportation and communication systems might still
be motivated by embedding ARG-like game elements into

8-bit ROMs.  Experimental social learning games need to

be evaluated for efficacy, but they may hold great impact,

especially for target populations with unevenly distributed

or sporadic access to a variety of services.

The Other 90%: CAL Games for Direct Economic Impact

“The majority of the world’s designers focus all their

efforts on developing products and services exclusively for

the richest 10% of the world’s customers. Nothing less than

a revolution in design is needed to reach the other 90%”

claims Paul Polak, founder of International Development

Enterprises (Polak, 2008).  What is the nature of this other
90%? Research by the World Bank (Chen, 2008) shows

that over 5.1 billion people live on less than $10 per day

(Ravillion, 2008), which includes 95% of the population of



developing countries. Beyond this, 3.14 billion people live

on less than $2.50 (Chen, 2008) and another 1.4 billion

living on less than $1.25 (the global poverty line). (In fact,

actual income is substantially less than this, but it is

adjusted higher in a process known as Purchasing Power

Parity) Polak reminds us that, for people to rise out of
poverty, “it all starts with making more money.” He

advocates the design of products that can pay for

themselves in their first year, like his $3 drip irrigation kit

(Polak, 2008).

Education can rarely pay for itself within a year, but

nevertheless, Paul Polak’s advocacy suggests that the most

important computer-aided learning games are those that can

provide direct economic impact for their users. For

example, developing typing skills can substantially increase

a person's economic opportunities: Worth (2002) and

Thomas (2003) report that typists in Ghana make between
three to ten times the minimum wage. Entrepreneurial or

small business skills can also generate economic

benefit—leading us to consider deploying a version of one

of the numerous, existing 8-bit games that base success

upon mastering simulated market forces (e.g. Lemonade

Stand or M.U.L.E.). Math skills can yield direct benefits,

especially for jobs that involve monetary transactions. In

fact, any skill learning games that increase a child's chance

of passing their exams or continuing their education will

yield significant economic benefits, though this may take

place over many years. Other types of skills that should be
considered include health education, life planning, and

even agricultural techniques.

Rev. George Fuachie is a resident and community leader in

the Kintampo North District of Ghana who worked with the

team at Amy Smith’s International Development and

Design Summit (IDDS) at MIT to establish the feasibility

of the TV-Computer. Fuachie identified several areas as

useful focal points for the development of computer-aided

learning games or software on the TVC (McIver, 2008):

• Math, literacy, and critical thinking skills for basic

primary education;
• Preparation for entrance exams into junior high

level;

• Preparation for secondary and tertiary level

exams;

• Adult literacy and numeracy; and

• Basic job skills, such as typing and accounting.

Addressing Skill Shortages in Developing Countries

There is an unexpected skills shortage in developing

countries, especially in Asia. As the Economist (August 16,

2007) commented: “It seems odd. In the world's most

populous region the biggest problem facing employers is a
shortage of people.” Indeed, it is surprising for many

people to discover that India, in particular, is facing a

massive skills shortage. The outside perception of India is a

country filled with young, highly trained English-speaking

engineers just waiting to snap up available technology jobs.

This perception is “bogus” according to Mohandas Pai,

Director of Human Resources at Infosys (India’s second-

largest software services company). Recently interviewed

in the Deccan Herald, he said, “the single biggest factor

that is going to hurt India…is not the lack of power, nor
lack of roads, but it is lack of qualified people.” (Singh,

2008) The New York Times has also reported on this issue

(Sengupta, 2006; Rai, 2006). Computer-aided learning and

computer literacy may help mend this gap in the workforce.

Contextual Design Method for Learning Games

Within a given cultural ecology, many skills are associated

with success and economic opportunity. Ethnographic

methods can both identify these skills and aid the design of

learning games that support targeted skill development.

Matthew Kam and John Canny of Berkeley have pioneered

various techniques for the contextual design of learning

games in developing regions (Kam, 2006; Kam, 2008).
Their iterative participatory design process (Kam, 2007)

has generated great insight into the development of English

Language learning games, and may serve as a model for the

subsequent contextual design of learning games for the $12

TV Computer. We hope that the affordability and

availability of this platform, combined with an easy-to-use

development kit, will create a rich development ecosystem

that can stimulate the localized design of learning games

based upon regional needs and interests.

Educational Value of Existing NES Games

Many non-educational video games have been described as

rich learning environments that support intellectual growth,
just as puzzles and riddles have traditionally been seen as

both diversions and intellectual exercises. Seymour Papert

(Papert, 1998) and James Paul Gee (Gee, 2003) describe

the game industry as a Darwinist ecology that has evolved a

veritable treasure trove of interaction designs that support

learning processes—because the nature of a game is to

demand a user to develop specific skills and competencies

in order to achieve success. In fact, the experience of “fun”

in gameplay has been described as cognitive feedback

rewarding the experience of learning itself (Koster, 2005).

Games may require learning in order to play, but Ian
Bogost has also shown that games can teach concepts and

principles, through what he describes as "procedural

rhetoric" (Bogost, 2007). In their “Values at Play” game

curriculum initiative, Flanagan, Howe, and Nissenbaum

take a related approach to analyzing how ethical and social

values are both encoded in game designs and expressed

through various modes of gameplay (Flanagan et al, 2005).

Using the historical archive of NES games at the UC San

Diego Game Libratory, Playpower hopes to identify a set of

existing games that would best support a cognitively

enriching learning environment. Thousands of games were

developed for the NES/Famicom, and although all of these
games remain protected by copyright (and would therefore

require licensing for redistribution), some are certain to be

of great value to a child’s development simply through the



power of play.

8-bit Culture and Community Formation

There is a general contemporary cultural movement

exploring 8-bit audio and image aesthetics that tends to

embrace both "retro" and "R&D," trading in nostalgia but

also researching the limits of simple computational systems

and developing new uses for them.  What is notable about
this 8-bit movement is that it generally assumes that the

aesthetic constraints of 8-bit computation are part of a valid

medium suitable for serious expression. Examples of

serious 8-bit perhaps reach their culmination in 8-bit art

movements such as "8bitpeoples" (Loftus, 2003). Other

notable references to the historical and contemporary 8-bit

art genre include the global DemoScene (Scheib, 2002),

ANSI art groups like "Acid Productions," and pixel art

groups like the community "Pixel Joint." Other current

examples of mainstream cultural production include the

2008 television show "Codemonkeys" animated primarily
in 8-bit graphics and the forthcoming video game "Mega

Man 9. "

One of the benefits to the adoption of a vintage hardware

standard as a low-cost platform is that established

developer communities have shown interest in partnering

with Playpower for CAL game production. Further

connections can be made to the numerous communities that

continue to be enthusiastic about 8-bit cultural production,

including the aforementioned art groups as well as

emulator, hardware hacker, and homebrew gaming
communities. These communities have already produced a

multitude of valuable open-source resources for NES

development, such as the complete NES Documentation

(Diskin, 2004), which emerged out of the

nesdev.parodius.com community.  We hope that these

groups will continue to build tools, as well as contribute

assets such as sound, graphics, or code that can be

integrated into the open-source 8-bit game creation kit. 

Through this ongoing activity, Playpower seeks to establish

valuable social bridges between the 8-bit enthusiast sub-

cultures (whether they be 8-bit artists, hackers, geeks, or

otaku) and the communities in developing countries that we
wish to serve.

CONCLUSION

The Playpower Foundation is using an old game platform

technology as the basis for a radically affordable approach

to computer-aided learning. In adopting 8-bit hardware, we

are also promoting the validity and value of early games

and computing approaches in our age. As we reconsider the

valuable design constraints of that era, we wish to

experiment with the creation of new participatory learning

environments by designing 8-bit games that engage the

social context surrounding the household TV. Our primary

pedagogical approach, however, is focused on the
expansion of economic opportunity for the children of

developing countries through classic computer-aided

learning routines based primarily upon extrinsic

motivations. Part of the power of our platform is the

context of play within which computer-aided learning will

occur. If we are successful at establishing the 8-bit TVC as

an effective and affordable platform for the improvement of

education in developing countries through computer-aided

learning, we hope for the emergence of a profitable
ecosystem for local game development that triggers new 8-

bit cultural traditions and the production of regional video

games as valuable cultural artifacts. 
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Attentional capital and the ecology of

online social networks

Derek Lomas
1

The evolution of the Internet has enabled millions of independent minds

from around the world to coordinate their attention to form bottom-up
(emergent) systems for media production, evaluation, and distribution.

Picture 1. This scientific visualization ‘stains’ some Myspace pages white to

indicate the presence of a viral image.  Size of balls indicates popularity

Some of the primary drivers of this new media landscape are online social

networks, such as Myspace.com, which have made participation in virtual

                                                  
1 The Social Movement Laboratory at the California Institute for Telecommunications

and Information Technology (Calit2), UC San Diego. Collaborators include Todd

Margolis, Jared Chandler, Jurgen Schultz, Ruth West and Andres Valencia.

www.socialmovement.org.
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communities a ubiquitous part of growing up in America. Digital media

exchanges are now a common element of typical social interactions among the

youth of America.

New Tools for Studying Large Scale Online Social Activity

The Social Movement Laboratory, at the California Institute of

Telecommunications and Information Technology (Calit2) is developing an

experimental prototype to assist very-large-scale ethnographic studies of the
structure and dynamics of social activity within Myspace.com, the world’s

largest online social network. Picture 1 shows part of an interactive 20-screen

display used to visualize the distribution of “viral” media and exchanges of
attention within the rich cultural ecology of online social networks. This essay

describes several of the concepts we aim to illustrate with our future studies.

Background: The Evolution of Digital Media

Over the past decade, tools for media production have expanded in power and
have drastically fallen in price. Non-experts can use a $1000 computer to create

graphics, music, films, and complex interactive programs. The abundance of

mobile phones with digital video capture is but one instance of the power and
ease of contemporary digital media production. The massive collective creation

and recombination of digital media represents a significant cultural shift from

the dominant centralized media industries of the 20th century.

Yet, the recent democratization of media production is hardly the only story.

Just as important are the radically efficient new mechanisms for media

distribution. The 20th century media distribution systems—movie theaters,

record production factories or TV broadcast towers—were too expensive to be
used by average citizens. The Internet changed this, enabling free publishing of

personal media. But the past 4 years have seen a significant shift even within the

Internet, as websites (like Myspace) facilitating the social distribution of digital
media have radically transformed the topology of media flow in society.

Prior to mass media, information traveled via word of mouth, according to

the topology (or structure) of social networks. The capital-intensive material

constraints of 20th century film, music, and news all necessitated that media
distribution take place in a centralized form, for efficiency of mass production.

But digital technologies enable media to be copied at no cost. Therefore, the

engine for media distribution no longer requires massive capital expenditure,
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Now, in addition to the shaken, but still dominant, centralized media networks

(i.e. Cable TV, Hollywood, music labels) purely social mediums are distributing
media en masse. The exchange of digital media (images, videos, music) is now a

basic discursive element of typical human social interaction.

Attentional Capital and the Competition for Human Cognition

If we treat media objects like organisms, the current ecological conditions

described above have resulted in a period of rapid proliferation, mutation and

evolution—a sort of Cambrian era, as it were. Constraining this media ecology
is the competition for the one scarce resource that all media objects need for

reproductive success: your undivided attention.

Human attention is a scare resource and an economic value of immense (but

rarely measured) significance. That attention can be considered a capital
resource is apparent when considering how much how much money advertisers

expend to obtain it, or how much money you have to pay doctors or lawyers to

pay attention to you. The capital value of attention results from its scarcity,
which itself results from the inability of individuals to effectively focus on more

than one thing at a time. (Watching 3 films at once might be possible, but it is

hardly advisable).

The ability to attract and engage the attention of other people is a critical

and defining characteristic of success within human society—necessary for

reproduction, friendship, employment, and political power. We sell our attention

for cash when we go to work, and the goods we buy at the grocery store are
simply the end-products of a long chain of other people’s attention.

So, what is Attention, exactly? Colloquially, it is often used interchangeably

with “time” or “work”. We know that to properly experience a film, we must
“pay attention” to it. From a Cognitive Science perspective, Attention can be

defined as the mechanism by which we become momentarily conscious of a set

of elements (and their relations) in the world around us, though the unified

employment of our cognitive resources. How many “elements” can we pay
attention to at a time? Psychology traditionally maintains a magic number of 7,

plus or minus two. But the common reality is that our cognitive faculties can

really only consciously process one task at a time (Driving while text messaging
notwithstanding). Additionally, we can only really pay attention to one person

(or conversation) at a time. So when you have the attention of another person,

it’s their whole mind that has been made available to you.
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Attention is a critical issue in media studies, because in our current age it is

no longer the material limitations that govern the overall movement of media,

but our own attentional constraints. As media relies upon a limited pool of

human attention for its production and replication, a sort of natural selection is
taking place (survival of the relevant?). Yet, just as media competes for

placement in our mind, humans compete for attention at an even greater scale.

We compete for attention because it is a fundamentally valuable resource in
human society. Any collaborative activity requires the attraction and

coordination of human attention. Insofar as collaboration creates additional

value, it will benefit those individuals who are skilled at engaging the attention
of others. As a result, we spend a significant amount of time developing our own

skills and strategies for gaining and maintaining other people’s attention. This

seems to be why people spend hours and hours adjusting their self-

representation on Myspace.com, and daily post funny comments, pictures and
videos on the pages of their friends.

Reciprocity and Human Society

Long before it was common to exchange digital media, humans used the power
of physical media to engage the attention of others: consider our investments in

stylish clothes, dinner parties, expensive cars, greeting cards and well-delivered

stories told at parties. These each require an investment of our own attention,
and whether directly or indirectly, will tend to result in a positive net increase in

the amount of attention other people are willing to expend on us.

Conversational exchanges can be described as a reciprocal flow of listening

to the thoughts of others and sharing one’s own. Someone smiles, and we smile
back. There are social consequences for not reciprocating a friendly wave, a

holiday present, or a letter. However, reciprocity is rarely tightly coupled, in the

sense of a direct payback for a gift or gesture. For instance, in older times the
tendency to reciprocate food resources enabled social groups to remain cohesive

and strong—but food was not always repaid with food but with social deference

and respect. Indeed, Anthropologists have created a rich literature concerning

‘gift economies’ and its relationship to social prestige within human societies.
By tracking gifts and gestures, we can illustrate and articulate the strength of

social bonds between people. Exchanges of attention, as a capital value, can be

used similarly, to articulate networks of social relationships. Our project aims to
do this using data from Myspace.com.
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Social Informatics, Online Ethnography, and Myspace.com

Myspace is the largest online social network (virtual community) as of late

2007, with close to 100 million regular users worldwide. Like most social

networks, users create pages that represent their identity and create networks of
links to other users by adding them as ‘friends.’ With Friendster (a popular

social network that peaked in 2004) this got boring, but Myspace introduced

‘commenting’ which became the predominant social activity. “Comments” are
messages, images, video and other media objects that can be posted on a friend’s

page and can be seen by everyone. When a person writes a comment, they are

investing attention in the recipient, and so by tracking the pattern of commenting

on Myspace, we can articulate rich, meaningful networks of attentional
exchange within Myspace. We recognize that while rich in possibility and

practice, the social environment of Myspace is far simpler than real-world

engagements. Nevertheless, the simplicity of these (now) natural online
interactions offers an opportunity to conceptually disentangle the incredibly

complicated nature of human social relationships.

Indeed, the study of online social networks offers an incredible opportunity
to gather both quantitative and qualitative information about the nature of

human social behavior. Offline social behavior is difficult to capture and

objectively analyze, whereas online interactions are discrete actions naturally

recorded in a digital medium. Because these social behaviors are enacted within
a database, the natural properties of databases are available to social

research—such as search, numeric analysis, abstraction, etc.

The computational techniques used to analyze databases of social behavior
comprise the emergent discipline of Social Informatics. These techniques were

useful to capture and quantify large numbers of common social activities,

illustrate the structure and dynamics of attentional exchange, and visualize the

distribution and diversity of digital media. However, software can never
substitute for direct engagement with users and extended ethnographic

observation. In the Fall of 2005, inspired by Ed Hutchins, I began conducting a

“Cognitive Ethnography” of the use of Myspace.com—these efforts laid the
conceptual groundwork for my further studies.

By the spring of 2006, we managed to capture the social activity occurring

on the pages of nearly 1 million Myspace Pages using a web-spider developed
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by collaborators of the Social Movement Laboratory (a hybrid art-science

laboratory at the California Institute of Telecommunications and Information

Technology).2 With help from the San Diego Supercomputing Center (SDSC),

we successfully produced visualizations of attentional exchanges on Myspace
and the uncanny, life-like spread of digital media within the network.

Identity Signals and the Coordination of Cultural Values

When users join Myspace.com they create a “user profile”—essentially a mini-
biography detailing their interests and personality. The profile allows users to

express their identity through representations of their interests, values, and

aesthetics, what Judith Donath calls “Identity Signals”. These representations
include personal photographs as well as images, video, music and other Internet

media. Users often spend hours changing their profile, and try to get just the

right mix of design and 'casualness'  (users report that they will conceal how

much time or effort is put into their page by having ‘strategic sloppiness’).

Myspace helps participants coordinate their cultural identity by allowing

identity signals to be easily produced, exchanged and evaluated by peer

networks. The remixing of media to generate an identity could be compared to a
person choosing an outfit or hairstyle. These “dressed-up” profiles and their

“identity signals” enable other users to gain an empathic sense for the

represented user’s character and personality. The profile can then assume the
role of a proxy, a digital “self” that can meet up with friends 24/7.

Self-representation is not conducted just for its own sake, but as a

mechanism to control the types of people and interactions desired by a user.

Different constellations of identity signals are employed to capture the attention
of select groups of people. Some traits indicate the presence of a much larger set

of cultural affinities than is directly shown, such as when a user wears a du rag

in their profile picture and plays “50 Cent” on their page or when a user wears
heavy black eyeliner and shows pictures of dungeons. We tend to communicate

with other people who share our cultural attitudes and interests, as

communication is easier when we share common cultural frames of reference.

Myspace enables users to coordinate their cultural values through the display
and exchange of media. These exchanges solidify the cultural identity of a group

of people by creating common references and by providing an opportunity for

                                                  
2 www.socialmovement.org
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the evaluation of cultural elements, such as when friends play each other music

or recommend films. Whenever users post language, images or other media, it
becomes available for mass cultural evaluation.

Reciprocal Commenting

Comments can be thought of as the “the thought that counts” behind any good
gift. Although they are insubstantial and represent no material value, they do

represent the expenditure of time and energy that the giver has invested in the

recipient. Furthermore, comments act as a 'public display of attention’ a user’s
prestige can be enhanced by the quantity and quality of comments posted on

their page.

Users report that getting comments feels good—in fact, one user said it was

like a drug, because she felt she was addicted to a continual stream of
comments. It is not entirely clear why users “feel good” when they receive

comments, but it certainly means that other people were thinking about them.

Regardless, they do feel good when they get such “gifts of attention.” Because
they feel good, comments tend to be reciprocal. Many users know that by

posting comments onto other people's pages, they will likely receive comments

back. New users quickly learn to comment frequently on other people’s pages to
increase the number of comments they themselves receive. Users who do not

reciprocate comments are less likely to receive them in the future.

This reciprocal system is the basis for the movement of media throughout

Myspace. When a user receives a picture or video from another person, they are
more likely to pass this on to other friends at a later time. The rapid growth of

YouTube, the largest online video exchange service (bought by Google for

$1.65 billion), is generally accredited to Myspace users, who developed the
practice of copying and pasting embed codes to share media with their friends.

Furthermore, by posting media onto a person’s page, if relevant to the recipient,

it is far more likely to be found relevant by the friends of that recipient. That

friend might again copy and paste the video onto another friend’s page. And so
on. The human tendency to reciprocate, discussed earlier, has resulted in a

highly efficient collective system for the distribution of digital media.

Comments and the Collective Production of Individual Identity

A person's Myspace page is meant to act as a representation of their identity, but

3/4s of their page is not created by themselves, but by their friends—through the

posting of comments. After all, “in real life,” an individual's friends can be
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considered a strong indication of who they are. On Myspace, a person’s identity

is revealed in a manner that cannot be faked simply because communication

between friends is performed publicly. For example, if friends post racist jokes

on a user’s page, this can indicates a great deal about the person. Because
comments cannot easily be faked, their quantity and quality are important

indicators of a person’s social value (and indeed, whether the profile represents

a real person at all!).

The Mass Analysis of Comments

The discrete, quantitative nature of comments is useful to large-scale

representations of attentional flows. The total number of comments a person has
received is a rough indicator of the total amount of attention received by a

person, whereas the temporal frequency of comments is an indicator of how

popular a person is at any given time. Qualitatively, the uniqueness of comments

can provide a rich source of information about the person’s identity and prestige.

Hiya there! How ya been sexyman?! Looking forward to Xmas?

LUV THE PIC!! VERY CREATIVE. AN INTERESTING FRAME FOR AN *

INTERESTING FACE. :)

THANKS 4 THE ADD JOE...HAPPY HOLIDAYS

not shit....u?

Thanks for the ad, Joe! I hope you have a great weekend my friend!

Hello (smile).... Thank you for the request. Have a great one... Mahogany.

ayy u goin 2 skoo 2moro,u betta,cuz i fogot u kno we had 2 do dat essay thing n

its worth a test grade,lol,i lost my paper fo it n errythang 2 ima fail,lol

hey DUM.... i thought u was go take dis of yo page... wipe

Hey Gurl Wat R U Doin At Home Tonight Didnt Yall Have Yall Homecomin??

hey chelle whats goin on hun... i aint been on ya page in a while cuz'n so get at

me ok and call me sometime dont act like u den 4got da numba either

wud up???? whas good wit u mah bads at da game i aint even kno it was u all i

saw was sierra lol but jus returnin da luv dat u showed me

teardrop~

Murd bak up, this my wifie rite herre, an u cnt hve her rite ma?

Endless lists of acknowledgements and thanks appear to be the norm with
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textual comments. It may be somewhat disturbing to discover, after viewing

thousands and thousands of Myspace pages, that comments very rarely contain
any sort of intellectual content. Again, they seem to act primarily as a way of

coordinating cultural values and social identity.

Future Studies with Social Informatics

This work makes me believe that “Social Informatics” could someday help

illuminate properties of human cognition (which is fundamentally social and

collective in form) in a manner even more meaningful than an fMRI scan. For
instance, it could show the evolution and distribution of new linguistic elements,

simply by gathering a large enough sample. The characteristics that make media

or people popular can be investigated. The evolution of media forms, social

groups, and even individual people, can be charted through time.

However, this work also raises the issue of governments and corporations

conducting similar large-scale social analyses on open networks like Myspace,

and hopefully this project can raise reasonable concerns around this issue. I
expect that machine learning will become a primary technique of Social

Informatics, making it likely that corporations will someday determine which

identity signals make a person likely to buy product. More questionably, it is
certainly foreseeable that machine learning could identify individuals at risk for

suicide or those who are “statistically more likely to commit violent crimes”.

Hopefully an investment of academic research into these tools will help set the

stage for an ethical debate about these issues.

Conclusion:  Design Recommendations

Millions of youth are spending billions of leisure hours developing relationships

with one another online. However, in contrast to many previous virtual
communities, it is rare that any academic, intellectual or political issues are

discussed in earnest. While socializing seems inherently valuable, should this

just consist of perfecting one’s image, sharing funny pictures and maintaining

ties with casual acquaintances? Social network users do occasionally engage
social issues; say by joining “Save Darfur” groups or adding “The Environment”

to their top 8 friends. While these acts are discursive in their own right, the fact

remains that it is hard to find any thoughtful discussion on popular online social
networks. There are myriad places, online, where meaningful, sustained

discussions do take place. So why is it that social networks tend to inhibit users

from interacting with their peers in a more substantive fashion? Five
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explanations seem plausible:

The Lowest Common Denominator Theory: Many people, even the majority

of people, don’t seem to like having intellectual conversations, preferring gossip

and playful banter. If a person doesn’t have intellectual conversations in person,
they are unlikely to do so online.

The Social Norms Theory: When users join social networks, they immediately

become witness to the content of the many visible social interactions therein.
Just as walking into a keg party will reduce one’s likelihood to talk about

foreign affairs, online socializers quickly develop an internal sense of what is

‘proper’ social activity in the online space.

The Online Noise Theory: The intensity of the competition for attention within

online social networks has reached a point where people feel utterly

saturated—the pull of people and media is so strong in every direction that one

does not have the time or energy to invest in meaningful issues or relationships:
social-information overload.

The Social Architectures Theory: As Mitch Kapor says, “Architecture is

Politics.” The structure of online social networks is responsible for the types of
conversations people can have. Online venues for sustained discussions, if

present at all within social networking sites, are often out-of-the way and

secondary to features that facilitate identity and relationship formation (profiles
and comments). Successful online communities owe their success, in part, to the

design of the medium of the community.

The Procrastination Theory: People use online social networks specifically as

a way to procrastinate. Somehow, productive discussion is not in the spirit of
procrastination.

Whatever the reason, the lack of substance in these exchanges can usefully

be critiqued. Could “Social Design” principles be developed that would promote
a more productive social ecology that encourages meaningful discussion within

these existing online social environments? Insofar as the lack of intellectual

discourse is an cultural trend, we should consider the repercussions of having

the wealthiest youth in the world spending their time in ultimately barren
pursuits. There are far too many serious issues in the world that could be solved,

given the proper allocation of human attention.
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Few realize that mobile phone carriers track the location of all mobile phone users. Tracking is,

in fact, federally required by the FCC (e911 mandate) to enable authorities to locate the position

of mobile phones during emergencies. Furthermore, because mobile phone carriers keep this

location data for years, there is a recorded history of all the places mobile users have been—at

least while their phones are on.

While recognizing the benefits of enabling emergency responders to access the location of 911

callers, that every mobile phone user is tracked at all times is disturbing, to say the least. While

Americans can take some comfort in constitutional privacy protections, other countries have no

legal restrictions preventing the transformation of mobile phone technology into a massive

apparatus for government control.

TRANSPARENT CITY is a prototype surveillance interface for tracking and visualizing all mobile

phones within a city. This project seeks to explore the dangers of mass-surveillance by openly

developing critical components of such technologies, particularly the advanced data-

visualizations required for mass-control. It is hoped that the open development process will

make legible the power of mass-surveillance and open up this questionable technological

progression to political engagement.

The Aesthetic Vision

Beyond being a form of techno-political engagement, TRANSPARENT CITY will also enable the

exploration of the aesthetic form of the human species at a macroscopic scale.  Consider this

thought experiment:

Imagine New York City during rush hour. Now, imagine that all the buildings, streets, cars

and people disappear, leaving behind only small glowing orbs representing the location

of tracked mobile phones.

The shimmering, organic structure of a city would quickly emerge from the collective

action of these human data-points. Streets and highways reveal themselves as veins and

arteries, identified through the spatially synchronous velocity of countless orbs of light.

Beautiful living skyscrapers elucidate themselves through the thousands of stacked,

floating orbs within them, representing the mostly sedentary activity of the modern

office—some showing the subtle motions of humans walking about or traveling up and

down elevators. By speeding up the rate of time, one observes these human towers

rising and falling with the beginning and end of each work-day, like the fruiting bodies of

the human urban super-organism.

The Dangers of Mass Surveillance

Although rarely articulated outside of fiction, the massive deployment of surveillance

technologies has the potential to dramatically shift the balance of power between the citizenry

and the government.  Although some scoff at the possibility of the breakdown of democracy

within a technologically advanced age, global despotism remains a distinct possibility. Total

civilian tracking could prove highly effective in the suppression of emerging social movements

and existing opposition parties.  Massive surveillance technologies could even facilitate the rapid

transformation of society (through a military coup, for instance).



The Surveillance Interface

The TRANSPARENT CITY visualization interface will prototype a comprehensive approach to

surveillance, showing how a citizen location database could be smoothly integrated with other

massive databases of civilian data, from tax returns to credit-card purchase histories.  For

instance, to make visible the warrant-less NSA call-record analysis, interconnected call-records

are visualized to show the de-facto social network uniting the TRANSPARENT CITY.  Similarly,

the brightness of tracked phones can be matched to the phone-owner’s income, making salient

any incongruously wealthy individuals within a particular neighborhood. Multiple databases of

personal information can thus be combined within one visual interface for maximum effect.

The Model of Society

TRANSPARENT CITY will be achieved through a comprehensive computer model of human

movement within a city, not through the actual phone location data itself.  Sophisticated and

beautiful real-time views of mobile phone density were presented in the 2006 Venice Biennale by

the MIT MediaLab’s SENSEable City group (“Real-Time Rome”).  In order to represent these

large flows of traffic within Rome, real mobile location data was obtained from Telecom Italia.

However, even with full access to industry data, the resolution of individual phone locations is

still highly limited (>50m) by existing localization technology, requiring realtime population

density displays, as opposed to representation of all individual tracked mobile phone users.

These density views are both attractive and useful, however there is a markedly different

aesthetic intention with TRANSPARENT CITY. Ron Fricke’s ‘Baraka’ and ‘Koyaanisqatsi’

presented the time-lapse patterns of human social movement in culturally resonant locations like

Grand Central Station in New York City and the Shibuya pedestrian crossing in Tokyo.  These

architecturally situated sets of social dynamics appear as regular as clockwork, even amid the

chaotic flow of human urban society.  TRANSPARENT CITY seeks to represent a similar

aesthetic form, one portraying a city through the flow of individual people, modeling movement

along freeways, sidewalks, parks, plazas and even within buildings. The aesthetic assumes and

projects a continued evolution of mobile phone tracking technologies to the point where the

specific location of individuals will be collected and stored with a high degree of accuracy.

Simulating a City

TRANSPARENT CITY seeks to integrate a wide set of existing computational models of urban

space.  Existing automobile traffic models will be combined with models of intra-building social

interaction and pedestrian models of walking and public transport.  Many of these models were

developed for traffic optimization and disaster response, such as those produced by the NSF

funded RESCUE teams at Calit2 UCSD and UCI.  It must also be mentioned that the gaming

industry has also developed formidable models of human movement, which will be considered.

To start the iterative design process of simulating a city, first a place of work and a place of

residence for each citizen data-point is defined.  Then, each datapoint moves according to a

their commute schedule and a set of rules governing their collective behavior.  Although non-

trivial, even this basic visualization will have substantial aesthetic impact. While any initial model

of a city will of course be crude and inaccurate, the identification and modification of these

inaccuracies could serve as a potentially useful venue for social research.

Computer models of human social dynamics are rare, with the notable exception of automobile-

traffic models, used by city planners to determine lane capacities and speed limits.  Modeling

pedestrian traffic is a far more complicated process that may implicate many other branches of

study, such as sociology, cognitive science, cultural studies, and social ethology (the study of



typified social behaviors within natural ecologies). Modeling pedestrian flow may require the

development of vast compendiums of social and cultural norms: everything from how far apart

people tend to converse, to how often they shop for groceries, to how much more quickly they

walk when it rains.

Large-scale demographic, ethnographic and social-informatic studies of human social

movement may indeed be necessary for a sophisticated model of a city. For instance,

surveillance cameras and computer vision might be used to train computer models of human

social movement within public spaces such as parks and malls.  In another approach, large-

scale stereotyping could be pursued by identifying specific types of persons (i.e. stockbroker,

housecleaner, shopkeeper, taxi driver, student etc) and then analyzing their movements (via

GPS) for a specified period of time.  Machine learning could then be used to create predictive

models of their transportation habits.  This raises interesting questions regarding the

problematics of predictive models of stereotypical behavior.

Conceptual Parallels

“All of those things that you see in the animation are going on in every one of your cells

in your body all the time,” --XVIVO lead animator, John Liebler

If one understands the city as a real and natural form of life vis-a-vis the human superorganism,

then it is worth considering the complex nature of human cells—those oft forgotten living

creatures at the other end of the human scale. ‘The Inner Life of a Cell’ is a physically accurate

and aesthetically stunning 3D model of intracellular biochemical interactions. This video creates

an experience that cultivates one’s empathic sense of connection with cellular biology—giving

one a real ‘sense’ of a hidden reality.  For while we may rationally acknowledge that we are

made of trillions upon trillions of individual microscopic organisms, it is difficult to truly integrate

this scientific reality with the experienced reality of life.  While humans remain much more aware

of the existence of Cities than Cells, a representation of the organic nature of urban living may

provide a similarly empathic link to the human super-organism.

Empathy and Simulation Art

As scientific methodologies produce an increasingly complex set of understandings about reality

(cellular life, social dynamics, quantum physics), art can serve to trigger a deeper-than-rational

understanding of this world through the crafting of emotional-aesthetic intuitions. Well-

constructed simulation visualizations can be described as allowing observers to develop a

‘sense of reality’ through empathic engagement, which facilitates the deep anthropocentric

cognitive modeling of the simulation dynamics.

Conclusion

TRANSPARENT CITY was conceived to make the significant implications of mass-surveillance

technology accessible for social understanding and engagement.  However, in pursuing this

aesthetic vision, this project raises many questions for researchers, such as whether it is even

possible to create effective computational models of social architectures and their situated

social interactions.  Is it really possible to predict the social engagement within an architectural

space? Will computational modeling prove important in the study of the social dynamics, just as

it has in the study of neural dynamics?

TRANSPARENT CITY will be presented as a sociopolitical art-piece, beautiful in its revelation of

the macro-human form, but chilling in its demonstration of massive government control.
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